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In the build-up to World War II both the United States and Japan believed their battleships would
play a central role in battle, but after the Pacific War began in December 1941, the role of the
battleship proved to be much more limited than either side expected. There would be only two
battleship vs battleship actions in the Pacific in World War II, both of which are assessed in this
engaging study. At Guadalcanal in 1942, Kirishima faced two modern US battleships, USS
Washington and USS South Dakota. In the Surigao Strait in 1944, two World War I-era Japanese
battleships, Yamashiro and Fuso, faced six American battleships supported by four heavy
cruisers in history's last-ever clash between battleships.Employing full-colour artwork, carefully
selected archive photographs, and expert analysis, former US Navy Commander Mark E. Stille
examines the two head-to-head clashes between the battleships deployed by the United States
and Japan in the struggle for control of the Pacific during World War II.
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AnalysisConclusionBibliographyINTRODUCTIONGoing into the Pacific War, both the United
States Navy (USN) and the Imperial Japanese Navy (IJN) foresaw a conflict which would be
determined by a large-scale clash of battleships. It was not that both sides dismissed the roles of
other fleet elements, but the mainstream consensus of American and Japanese admirals was
that when the expected USN drive across the Pacific developed into a decisive battle and each
navy’s battle fleet was committed, battleships would play a central role and be the arbiter of
victory. No other ship possessed the combination of long-range striking power and protection.
The shared belief was that unless a battleship was exposed to torpedo attack by placing it in an
unfavorable tactical situation, only a battleship possessed the power to disable or sink another
battleship.At the start of the war, the New Mexico-class vessels were considered the most
capable of the USN’s old battleships. For this reason, they were ordered into the Atlantic Ocean
in 1941 to provide muscle to President Roosevelt’s Neutrality Patrol. This view is of Idaho
anchored in Hvaeldefjord, Iceland, October 1941.In this context, the role of aircraft carriers was
considered secondary; they focused on scouting and providing protection for the respective
battle fleets. Only a few naval-aviation zealots were bold enough to suggest that the
development of the aircraft carrier and its aircraft was mature enough to usurp from the
battleship the role as the centerpiece of the fleet. Before the war, both navies were heavily
investing in air power, but both also kept increasing the size and capabilities of their traditional
battle lines. As soon as it was permitted by the expiration of the London Naval Treaty in 1937,
both sides embarked on a new battleship construction program.Haruna and Yamashiro (at left) –
representing the two oldest classes of IJN battleships in the Pacific War – photographed in the
late 1930s. Unfortunately for the Japanese, these were also the only classes to face their USN
counterparts during the war.When hostilities commenced, they did so in a way which clearly
demonstrated the primacy of naval air power. The opening Japanese strike of the war was
delivered at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii on December 7, 1941 by a force of aircraft carriers of
unprecedented capabilities against the USN’s Pacific Fleet battle line. Though the American
battleships were caught unprepared in port, it was still clear that the aircraft carrier was now the
most important component of a modern fleet by virtue of its mobility and long-range striking
power. If there was any doubt that the battleship had been rendered obsolescent by air power,
this was removed three days after the Pearl Harbor attack when Japanese land-based bombers
sank a British modern battleship and a World War I-era battlecruiser off the coast of Malaya.Both
navies quickly adjusted to this new circumstance. Their battleships still had utility, but in a
supporting role to aircraft-carrier task forces which now were the heart of each navy’s battle fleet.
If their speed allowed, battleships were incorporated into carrier task forces to increase the
carriers’ antiaircraft protection and to provide the muscle for surface task groups operating with
the carriers to mop up cripples from carrier air attack or to seek surface engagement under the
cover of friendly air power. However, within the context of carrier task-force operations, there was



never an opportunity for either side’s fast battleships to engage the other. The ranges at which
carrier engagements were fought made it unlikely that battleships could be brought into play
against their counterparts.When forces from both navies were brought into close proximity of a
mutual objective, such as defending or attacking a beachhead, the prospects for clashes
between surface forces, which occasionally included battleships, greatly increased. This was the
case around the island of Guadalcanal in the southern Solomons, which was the scene of a
prolonged naval campaign from August 1942 until February 1943. Both the Americans and
Japanese were initially reluctant to commit any of their few battleships into the confined waters
around Guadalcanal, but as the campaign wore on, both had to reconsider. This was the scene
of the first battleships duel between the USN and IJN during the war.After an almost two-year
hiatus during which no battleships were committed to an operation likely to include surface
combat, the scene of combat shifted to the Philippines in October 1944. The American invasion
of the Philippines prompted an all-out effort from the IJN to defeat the amphibious operations,
including the commitment of its last nine remaining battleships. Against this, the USN had 12
battleships in action – six with the Fast Carrier Task Force and six with the invasion fleet. While
the IJN’s battleships remained largely inactive in home waters or at Truk Atoll in the Central
Pacific, the USN’s older battleships, too slow to operate with the carriers, were very active
assisting the amphibious operations. In this capacity, the six old battleships assigned to protect
the invasion of Leyte fought the last battleship action in history in October 1944. On both
occasions in which American and Japanese battleships fought each other during the Pacific
War, the USN emerged victorious, with technology playing a critical role each
time.CHRONOLOGY1913AugustKongō is completed as a battlecruiser.1914AugustHiei is
completed as a battlecruiser.1915AprilKirishima and Haruna are commissioned; Fusō follows in
November.1916MarchNevada, the first USN “superdreadnought,” is commissioned, followed by
Oklahoma in May, Pennsylvania in June, and Arizona in October.1917MarchYamashiro is
commissioned.DecemberMississippi and Ise are commissioned.1918AprilHyūga is
commissioned.MayNew Mexico is commissioned.1919March  Idaho is
commissioned.1920JuneTennessee is commissioned.NovemberNagato, the world’s first 16in-
gun battleship, is commissioned.1921JulyMaryland, the USN’s first 16in-gun battleship, is
commissioned, followed by California in August.OctoberMutsu is
commissioned.1922FebruaryThe Washington Naval Treaty is ratified; it requires the USN and
IJN to decommission older battleships and places severe limits on the construction of new
ones.1923AugustColorado is commissioned, followed by West Virginia in December.1927–
29The Nevada-class battleships are modernized.1929–31The Pennsylvania-class battleships
are modernized.14in projectiles pictured on New Mexico while the battleship was replenishing
ammunition prior to the invasion of Guam in July 1944.Iowa being prepared for launching at the
New York Navy Yard in August 1942.1930–35The Fusō-class battleships are modernized.1931–
34The New Mexico-class battleships are modernized.1933–36The Nagato-class battleships are
modernized.1933–37The Kongō-class battlecruisers are rebuilt as battleships.1934–37The



Hyūga-class battleships are modernized.1941AprilNorth Carolina is commissioned, followed by
Washington in May.DecemberThe Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor sinks Arizona, Oklahoma,
West Virginia, California, and Nevada.DecemberYamato, the largest battleship ever built, is
commissioned.1942MarchSouth Dakota is commissioned, followed by Indiana in April,
Massachusetts in May, and Alabama in August.AugustMusashi is commissioned.NovemberHiei,
attempting to bombard the American airfield on Guadalcanal, is sunk by USN surface forces and
aircraft. Two days later, Kirishima attempts a bombardment and is sunk by Washington. South
Dakota is damaged in this engagement.1943FebruaryIowa is commissioned, followed by New
Jersey in May.MayThe rebuilt Tennessee enters service.
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HMS Warspite, “Duel of the battleships.... Between the World Wars, the major navies of the
world invested heavily in battleships. Japan and the United States expected battleships to be
the arbiters of the next war at sea. In the event, aircraft carriers were the dominant force at sea
in the Pacific. U.S. and Japanese battleships met only twice, off Guadalcanal in 1942 and at
Surigao Strait in 1944...Author Mark Stille provides an exceptional amount of information and
analysis in this Osprey Duel Series book, with illustrations by Mark Gilliland and Paul Wright. He
traces the development of the respective battleship classes, sets the strategic situation, and
notes technical specifications. Of note, the author includes an examination of the respective fire
control systems.For this reviewer, the most interesting part of the book was the reconstruction of
the battleship fights off Guadalcanal and at Surigao Strait. Two confusing combats are
presented in a systematic manner, supported by a couple of well-done battle diagrams. The
concluding analysis is very worthwhile. The narrative is nicely supported by period photographs
and modern illustrations. Highly recommended as concise coverage of a fascinating element of
the Second World War at sea.”

Kretch, “The Last Two Battleship Duels. This book is carefully written summary of the two USN
vs IJN battleship duels during WWII. The reader is carefully prepared with a synopsis of the
development of battleships by both protagonists. While the reader may be eager to get to the
battles themselves, he should not be tempted to skip the preparatory material. It is essential for
a thorough understanding of the battles as well as placing the battles within the context of WWII
as a whole.  Fine job by the author and an excellent read.”

L. A Mantilla, “Great analysis of the Battleship role in WW2. Excellent comparison between the
IJN and the USN the doctrines and their efforts to maintain a clearly outclass ships as capital
ones, and witness the genesis and the advent of aircraft carriers as the true king of the sea”

Ranger's Dad, “Interesting, but would have been better with a little more info on the "non-
combatants". A good book with some excellent illustrations. Also, I learned much more than I
had from other sources, particularly on the Second Battle of Guadalcanal. I would have liked
more information on the "modern" battleships that never engaged in ship to ship combat
(particularly the Iowa and her sisters and the Yamato and Musashi) - probably outside the scope
of the book, but a few more paragraphs of assessment would have been interesting.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent book on battleship vs battleship. There could have been more
photos of the various battleship classes as they were updated. The book breaks down the
training and tactics of the American and Japanese navies in regards to their battleships. The
book also touches on the commanders from both sides, what their training involved as well as
what their practical experience was.”



deerhunter, “WWII BB v BB battles in the Pacific. Good quick reference book for the 2 Battleship
v Battleship fights in the Pacific between the USN and the Imperial Japanese Navy. Will provide
some help to the modeler but there are better books out there for that....”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Technically fascinating. First Rate! The appeal of this series of books is
that they give you what you to know about hardware and tactics, in much detail. There are only
two actual duels, Guadalcanal and Surigao Strait, but Mark Stille extracts the technical details to
the last drop. You won't find an explanation of the curious division of the Japanese forces
(Surigao Strait - the respective commanders loathed each other) but you will find the text and
diagrams give you a better picture of the actual course of the two battles than you find
elsewhere. The track chart of the Surigao Strait action is particularly interesting. Oldendorf's six
US battleships managed a " turn together " of 180 degrees, three of them firing radar directed
broadsides while doing so, and managing to hit the Yamashiro, and not each other. Jellicoe
would be chuckling in admiration.”

Steve77, “US and Japanese battleships.. An interesting read, with good pictures and diagrams.
Handy reference book.”

Gordon C., “Five Stars. Like all the Duel books, an excellent reference work with good
illustrations.”

paul, “good book. very interesting”

Tristan, “Technology duelling on the seas on a massive scale. Like all duel books on naval units,
there’s far too much to cover in terms of design and development of individual classes, so here
they are largely skimmed over providing details to why ships where improved in what ways, and
the technical specifications of each class. The Japanese ships are slightly better covered,
probably due to there being less class’s to cover, but this is all the only large downside to the
book. Otherwise I very much enjoyed this one, particularly the combats sections, Suriago Strait
being very nice to read about as it’s usually not covered in much detail elsewhere. It’s hardly fair
for the 2 occasions Japanese battleships squared up against US equivalents they were
outnumbered, and both times it featured one of their oldest designs. Still the battles are
interesting nonetheless, and Mark Stille is doubtless the best author for the duel books on naval
forces, so he does a great job here. The importance of radar and other technology is mentioned
as largely being the deciding factor in both engagements, for god reason, and the possibly of the
new Iowa class squaring up against Yamato is also looked, with insight to the capabilities of both
sides against each other.”

The book by Mark Stille has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 106 people have provided feedback.
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